INTRODUCTION
============

Clustered regularly-interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) is a new and effective genetic editing tool. Because of the efficiency and affinity, CRISPR has been considered to be a revolutionary invention in the field of genetic-editing and molecular biology. Compared with other genetic-editing techniques, CRISPR has an irreplaceable advantage, which is its accessibility. The application of CRISPR does not require years long training and high laboratory cost. It only demands some basic training and less than 100 dollars for buying the CRISPR molecule, which enables researchers to study genetic editing and process an experiment. By developing CRISPR, numerous applications will be invented in the fields of agriculture, environmental science, biology, and public health care. Of course, there will be huge commercial interest in this field, which will boost the development of those applications. Even though CRISPR has shown us a bright and promising future, it also has its own challenges. One of the biggest challenges is the ethic problem.

HOW DOES CRISPR SYSTEM CORRECTLY CUT TARGET DNA?
================================================

CRISPR is such a strong genetic editing tool is mainly caused by its unique structure and design. But, it might be hard to believe that the creation of CRISPR is based on an immune system of bacteria. At the beginning of the research, scientists found that some genes in the bacteria seem useless for constructing the cells and maintain survival of bacteria ([@b1-bmb-50-020], [@b2-bmb-50-020]). But, as scientists discovered that this "useless" gene is commonly existed in bacteria and other micro-organisms, they started to unwind the mystery of the gene. This special gene in bacteria is coding for an interesting function for protecting the bacteria from the invasion by viruses ([@b3-bmb-50-020]). It is also the most primitive form of CRISPR. This defense system of bacteria can achieve elimination of the invading virus by two steps. The first step is to target the invaders and a specific DNA strand of the virus. Then the next step is to cut the target DNA strand of the virus by using a nuclease. As described in [Fig. 1](#f1-bmb-50-020){ref-type="fig"}, in step one, in order to identify the location of the viruses and target them, the defense system needs a help from the guide RNA. The guide RNA, which is composed of crRNA and tracrRNA, is responsible for locating and targeting the foreign invaders of the bacteria through identification of specific nucleotides of the invading viruses ([@b4-bmb-50-020]). But, guide RNA cannot just automatically find and match the specific nucleotides that bacteria looks for. It has to go through a complex procedure to develop the ability to locate a piece of DNA sequences in the viral genome. When Viruses start to invade the living cells of bacteria, they will release their own invading DNA strands into the bacteria cells for turning the invaded cells into factories that produce more Viruses. At this moment, the immune system of bacteria will make a copy of one DNA strand of the invading virus, and then inserts it into a group of genome of bacteria, which is called CRISPR array ([@b5-bmb-50-020], [@b6-bmb-50-020]).

The DNA of the virus will be stored in the spacers between two palindromic repeats in the CRISPR array ([@b7-bmb-50-020]). Then bacteria will transcribe a portion of CRISPR array to make a pre-crRNA strand ([@b8-bmb-50-020]) that also includes multiple complementary spacers and palindromic repeats. In the process of turning pre-crRNA to crRNA, a tracrRNA and a double-stranded RNA-specific ribonuclease are required ([@b9-bmb-50-020]). TracrRNA will bind to one of the palindromic repeats of the pre-crRNA ([@b10-bmb-50-020]), and the ribonuclease III will cut the tracrRNA ([@b9-bmb-50-020], [@b11-bmb-50-020]). Finally this separated pre-crRNA is matured and called Cr-RNA. Now the crRNA and tracrRNA will bind to the cas9 nuclease to form a crRNA: tracrRNA:Cas9 complex. CrRNA in the complex is completely complementary to a DNA sequence of the invading virus, so that crRNA guide the cas9 nuclease to the viral DNA sequence that are complementary to the crRNA ([@b12-bmb-50-020]). Importantly, a protospacer adjacent motifs (PAM) is required during this process. PAM is a sequence of nucleotides that are located close to the sequences complementary to the crRNA ([@b13-bmb-50-020]), and acts as an initiation of attaching crRNA to its complementary strand in virus ([@b14-bmb-50-020], [@b15-bmb-50-020]). After crRNA:tracrRNA: Cas9 complex is launched to the invading virus's DNA strand, the location of the virus is clearly identified. The tool that kills the virus is the Cas9 nuclease. By binding crRNA:tracrRNA: Cas9 complex to the targeted strand, the Cas9 nuclease will cut the DNA strands of the virus near the PAM ([@b14-bmb-50-020]), so that the virus will have incomplete DNA strands, which will defeat the viruses.

NON-HOMOLOGOUS END JOINING (NHEJ) AND (HOMOLOGY DIRECTED REPAIR) HDR
====================================================================

CRISPR's capability of cutting not only viruses but also genomes of every living life leads the further development of genetic editing in other organisms. Inside bacteria, CRISPR is able to silence invading viruses by tracing and cutting their DNA strands, due to the existence of Cas9 nuclease and crRNA:tracrRNA:Cas9 complex ([@b12-bmb-50-020]). This tracing and cutting mechanism can also be used in cutting the DNA strand of other organism. Once CRISPR is inserted into a specific site of a DNA strand, it can perform the function of cutting DNA strand by introducing a DNA strands breaks (DSB) to the site, which is just like how the CRISPR kills the invading viruses of the bacteria. But using CRISPR to cut the DNA strand is not the point of doing the CRISPR research. Instead, CRISPR is used to introduce the DSB to those DNA strands for a chance of changing the genetic sequence of the nucleotides on that DNA strand ([@b16-bmb-50-020]). However, CRISPR will not provide such a function of changing the specific nucleotide, because the only function it can provide is cutting the DNA strand. Thus, a method of fixing and editing the broken DNA strands is necessary for the DNA to perform its function again and introducing changes to the targeted DNA sequences. There are two different mechanisms to edit and fix the damaged DNA sequence, which are Non-Homologous End Joining (NHEJ) and Homology Directed Repair (HDR) ([@b17-bmb-50-020]).

NHEJ is a natural methods of healing damages of DNA strands in most organisms ([@b18-bmb-50-020]). For example, when UV lights damages the DNA strands of the skin cells, our body can use NHEJ to reconnect two broken DNA strands, so they are still functioning. Generally, this method is relatively simple and effective in terms of fixing damages of genes, because this fixing pathway does not require a homologous template to fix the DNA. As described in [Fig. 2](#f2-bmb-50-020){ref-type="fig"}, in NHEJ, the Ku protein will bind to the two ends of the broken DNA strands and form a Ku DNA end complex ([@b19-bmb-50-020]). This Ku DNA end complex will combine with DNA-PKcs complex to chop away overhangs of nucleotides near the end of the two broken strands ([@b20-bmb-50-020]). Then, with the help from the XLF:XRCC4 DNA ligase IV, the two broken ends of DNA strands will join together and reconnect to each other via ligation ([@b21-bmb-50-020]). Due to the introduction of DSB and some nucleotide deletions during repairing, the original DNA sequence is permanently changed after NHEJ. Thus, eventually, repairing DNA strands via using NHEJ is easy to introduce some unexpected mutations to the targeted DNA strand, because people cannot control what nucleotide is knocked out and what is not. Importantly, due to the simplicity and efficiency of this mechanism, it may have a bright future in the field of non-human genetic editing, like using CRISPR in the field of agriculture and fixing eco-system.

In contrast to the simplicity and randomness of NHEJ, HDR is a much more complex and accurate tool of fixing and editing the genetic sequence of the targeted organism. The main factor that contributes to the greater accuracy of editing is the introduction of a specific template strand ([@b22-bmb-50-020], [@b23-bmb-50-020]). NHEJ can repair and edit DNA sequence through deletions of nucleotides to the broken site. Thus, the NHEJ does not have a promising accuracy on processing genetic editing. But HDR is able to edit the DNA sequence with great accuracy by using a prepared DNA strands ([Fig. 3](#f3-bmb-50-020){ref-type="fig"}) ([@b24-bmb-50-020]). When cr-RNA:tracrRNA:Cas9 complex launches to the PAM site and DSB is introduced, one of the broken DNA strand will lose some nucleotides until it has a 3′ end at the broken site ([@b25-bmb-50-020]). This DNA strand will unzip the prepared DNA strands, and begin to launch at 5′ end of one DNA strand ([@b26-bmb-50-020], [@b27-bmb-50-020]). This launching site will become a primer of DNA replication ([@b26-bmb-50-020]). When the invading strand is properly launched, DNA polymerase will pull some nearby nucleotides to create a complementary strand of DNA of the prepared DNA strand from the primer ([@b28-bmb-50-020]). Thus, one of the broken strands successively repairs the broken site and obtains desirable DNA sequences from the prepared strand. Then, as the broken site obtains the desired DNA strand from the provided DNA template, the rest of the missing nucleotides can be reconstructed based on the nucleotides that are available. Eventually, after repairing, the broken site of DNA strands obtain designed genetic sequences from the prepared DNA strands. With assistance of fixing and repairing from NHEJ and HDR, CRISPR is able to edit any gene in any organism.

APPLICATIONS OF CRISPR IN GENE EDITING
======================================

Theoretically, human obtains the ability to change the genome sequences using CRISPR. This possibility sounds very attractive to the fields that are related to biology, because there are numerous opportunities that can be offered by CRISPR.

For agriculture, CRISPR may be used to edit the genome of crops and plants to offer them phenotypes that provide resistance to bacteria, so that less pesticide will be used to treat it, which will possibly save money for farmers and lower the damages from overuse pesticides. CRISPR can also be used in treating genetic diseases that are caused by some mutations in DNA strands. For example, Huntington's disease is caused by the mutation on HTT genes ([@b29-bmb-50-020]), which can be seen as having incorrect nucleotide pairs on the genome. If CRISPR can be used to replace the incorrect nucleotides on HTT gene with correct ones, Huntington's disease can be easily treated ([@b30-bmb-50-020]). Although CRISPR has infinite applications, it still faces two challenges. The first challenge is the off-target problem. Recently, a Chinese team tried to use CRISPR to edit the genetic information of human embryos to code for a mutation on CCR5 gene for getting resistance to HIV. HIV needs a very specific launching spot on normal white blood cells to invade them, but a mutation on CCR5 gene can cause a change on that spot and HIV will lose the ability to invade those cells ([@b31-bmb-50-020]). Thus, by introducing a mutation to CCR5 gene, there is a hope to develop resistance to HIV. However, when scientists tried to introduce this mutation, they discovered a high off-target rate for CRISPR ([@b32-bmb-50-020]). These mismatched nucleotides or unexpected mutations can all lead to serious problems.

Another problem that CRISPR has to face before real applications is the ethics. The ethical problems of CRISPR does not come from editing the DNA sequences of organism like what happened last century when people still concerned about side effect of genetic editing. Most of countries now offer permissions for processing genetic editing on organisms for improving agriculture or other biological use. However, even if permission of editing organisms for agricultural or biological use is granted, editing human genome is still very controversial. There are two main reasons that cause this ethical problem. First, CRISPR is not a completely developed and mature method yet to process precise genetic editing, especially when the target is human genome. If mistakes or off-target effect takes place during genetic editing, patients may result in serious genetic mutation, which will not only affect the health condition of patients but also the future generations of patients. Thus, before scientists develop more advanced version of CRISPR, it is better not to use it on human. Another ethical problem for using CRISPR is not related to the technical problem. CRISPR can be considered as the strongest genetic editing tool that is invented in human history, because it enables scientists to edit any genome in any organisms. Thus, some ethicists concern about the consequences of CRISPR overuse in editing human genome. If CRISPR is commonly used to modify human genome, huge social conflicts can be possibly generated. For example, people may be able to design their children based on their interests and some people can possibly have a much longer life span than the others due to the use of CRISPR. These possible applications sound very attractive to us, but they may cause very serious social conflicts in terms of the increasing social inequality and other problems. Thus, ethicists think that CRISPR still needs a long period of time to be allowed to edit human genome, because society has to gradually adapt to the changes that are brought by CRISPR.

As a summary, CRISPR is a young and very powerful genetic editing tool. Its mechanism allows scientists to edit any DNA sequences in any organisms, which is historical for genetic editing. The breakthrough of CRISPR will possibly lead to a golden age of genetic editing. In the future, CRISPR and genetic editing will be applied to almost every corner of our life.
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